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animals. Many others depend on the distribution of races, languages, and
religions, or upon the ability of strong countries to take territory away
from weak ones.
Mountains form an especially good kind of boundary, but unfortu-
nately other conditions often prevent them from being used. Here are
some of the advantages of mountain boundaries: (1) They form barriers
which naturally separate the people on the two sides; (2) a mountain
boundary usually lies in unoccupied lands which have no great value;
(3) the crest of a mountain range is usually well defined, so that there
is little question as to where the boundary lies; (4) such a boundary is not
subject to changes like those of rivers.
Spain furnishes one of the best examples of the political value of moun-
tain boundaries. The Pyrenees, which cut it off from the rest of Europe,
are so hard to cross that throughout much of its history Spain has been
quite separate from central Europe. The mountains were one of the rea-
sons why Spain played so little part in the first World War. Italy, also,
is cut off from the rest of Europe by the Alps. Accordingly no armies
except those of two of the world's most daring generals, Hannibal and
Napoleon, have ever crossed the main chain of the Alps. Only- at either
end where the Alps descend to mere foothills can they be crossed with
comparative ease, and even there the railroads need tunnels. Yet in the
past armies from France, and especially Austria, have sometimes gone
this way to Italy. Norway and Sweden, Spain and Portugal, and India
and Tibet are other examples of countries separated by mountains.
Deserts also form good boundaries. Although they do not provide
any such definite line as do mountains, they provide wide areas that are
of little value, and thus they keep nations apart and prevent wars. Rivers
are good boundaries as long as people cannot cross them easily. When
they are spanned by bridges or crossed by ferries, however, they become
poor boundaries. They are likely to lie in densely populated regions where
the people on the two sides have much to do with each other.
The best of all international boundaries are large bodies of water.
They are good because (1) they are unmistakable and permanent; (2)
they usually coincide with human boundaries of race, language, religion,
and so forth; (3) they are not complicated by such factors as the presence
of minerals or good land across which the boundary cuts. Oceans pro-
vide far more miles of boundaries than do any other geographical features.
A country with long oceanic boundaries is fortunate. Great Britain,
Japan, France, Italy, Greece, India, Cuba, Denmark,'the United States,
and Canada enjoy this kind of advantage.
How Good Political Boundaries May be Bad Commercially. It is
important to realize clearly that the political effects produced by geographi-

